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Executive Summary
The Academia de Código Bootcamps (ACB) SIB is part of the first edition of Social Impact Bonds (SIB) where
contracts are celebrated through Portugal Social Innovation, a Portuguese outcomes fund. This SIB was
launched in January 2017 and is being implemented in the region of Fundão, Portugal.
The Academia de Código Bootcamps are implemented by CodeForAll, and their goal is to requalify
unemployed individuals as computer programmers. According to OneValue, an unemployed person receiving
unemployment benefit represents a monthly cost of €511.00 1 for Social Security. It is also estimated that in
2020 Europe will have a shortage of approximately 900,000 professionals in the field of information and
communication technologies (ICT),15,000 of which in Portugal alone 2. The Academia de Código Bootcamps
intervention focuses on this mismatched demand and supply, allowing its students to radically change their
professional paths.
ACB SIB investors include the Associação Shared Services & Outsourcing Platform (ASSOP) and the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation. The service providers are CodeForAll (responsible for the project´s implementation
in the field) and MAZE (responsible for the project´s monitoring and performance management). The entity
responsible for outcome-based payment and investor reimbursement is Portugal Social Innovation. The public
entity responsible for monitoring the project is IEFP, I.P (the national Institute of Employment and Vocational
Training).
The project´s total investment is of approximately €723,500.00. The ACB SIB works with 174 unemployed
individuals, divided into 9 Bootcamps, with 18 to 20 students each. The contracted outcome is the entry into
employment of 11 students per Bootcamp. If these outcomes are delivered, investors will be fully reimbursed.
The present report summarizes the main events and most relevant learnings acquired throughout the
project´s first three years of activity. The main highlights to date, addressed in detail throughout this report,
include:
Evidence of the project´s social impact: so far the Academia de Código Bootcamps SIB has delivered all
predicted outcomes, guaranteeing the entry into employment of more than 55 participants. This achievement
is vital in demonstrating the project´s social impact.
Accuracy in accounting entry into employment: as a result of the intervention, outcome-based contracting and
regular performance management have brought accuracy to the calculation of number of beneficiaries that
entered into employment, giving the numbers unprecedented soundness.
High-level requirements for financial reporting and delays in investor reimbursement: the investor
reimbursement process requires the joint approval of the Portugal Social Innovation and the PO ISE
(Operational Programme for Social Inclusion and Employment), with the latter being responsible for verifying
financial execution. The level of detail of reporting and financial auditing practiced in outcome
submission/reimbursement requests represents an intense bureaucratic process, consuming a
disproportionate amount of time from the organizations involved in the SIB. The high-level requirements
applied to financial reporting were the main cause of delay in reimbursing investors, due to delays in retrieving
evidence and the PO ISE´s response capacity.
Lack of clarity in the post-SIB period: the IEFP, I.P. has monitored the project for the last three years. The
project partners are still discussing the ways in which learnings from this project can be incorporated into
public policy.
OneValue (2020) Desempregado a receber subsídio de desemprego [online]. Available at: https://onevalue.gov.pt (consulted on: 5th of
February 2020)
2
European Commission (2014) E-skills in Europe Portugal Country Report [online]. Available at: http://eskills-monitor2013.eu
(consulted on: 5th of February 2020)
1
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The MAZE team, author of this report, is actively working to mitigate the two main risk factors identified in this
report: the delay of investor reimbursements and the continuity of the project post-SIB. Taking the delivered
outcomes and the project´s impact into account, MAZE believes that this intervention should be considered
in the current training portfolio offered and financed by the IEFP, I.P.

Acronyms
ASSOP
ACB
PSI (EMPIS)

Associação Shared Services & Outsourcing Platform
Academia de Código Bootcamp
Portugal Social Innovation (Estrutura de Missão Portugal Inovação Social)

CGF
IEFP, I.P.

Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Instituto do Emprego e Formação Profissional, I.P. (Institute of Employment and
Vocational Training)
Clarification request
Programa Operacional Inclusão Social e Emprego (Operational Programme for Social
Inclusion and Employment)
Reimbursement request
Information and communication technology
Social Impact Bond
MAZE S.A.

CR
PO ISE
RR
ICT
SIB
MAZE

Introduction
This intermediate report describes the execution of the Academia de Código Bootcamps Social Impact Bond
(ACB SIB) and the most relevant learnings collected between January 2017 and January 2020. In the context
of this report, the term project, ACB, or ACB SIB, means the implementation of programming Bootcamps by
CodeForAll in Fundão, financed by a Social Impact Bond (SIB).
The document is divided in two main parts: (1) The Intervention, which describes the ACB methodology and
its execution within the project´s context and (2) The Financing Model – Social Impact Bond, which
summarizes the most relevant learnings in terms of its (I) Structure, (II) Contracted Outcomes, (III) Schedule,
(IV) Reimbursement requests, (V) Investment flows and (VI) Partnership management.
This report was developed by MAZE, as part of its SIB performance management work. The goal of this
document is to systematize and share all information generated to date, so it may serve as a cornerstone for a
final intervention report.
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The intervention is split in three
key phases:
A) Selection phase, B)
Bootcamp phase, C) Labour
market entry.

A. Selection phase

Introduction to
Programming
online course

Individual
interviews and
group workshop

Application form
submission

Week 14

Week 13

Week 12

Week 11

Week 10

Week 9

Week 8

Week 7

Week 6

Week 5

Week 4

Week 3

B. Bootcamp phase

Week 2

CodeForAll is responsible for
the
development
and
implementation
of
the
Academia
de
Código
Bootcamps (ACB), an intensive
computer
programming
training programme. The main
goal of the intervention is that
participants enter the labour
market as programmers within
3 to 4 months after concluding
the Bootcamp.

Week 1

Intervention

Code-breaks (pizza nights, visits to potential employers, etc.)
Contents:
Module 1 - Programming in Java
Module 2 - Advanced Concepts and Tools
Module 3 - Databases, Frameworks and Web Development
Module 4 - Frontend Development with Javascript

C. Labour market entry phase

Hackaton
(flexible date)

Support building a Curriculo Vitae
Support in preparing for interviews
Interview booking and engagement with potential
employers

Figure 1 – Academia de Código Bootcamps (ACB) Intervention Structure.
Source: MAZE, sourced from information shared by CodeForAll.

A. Selection Phase
Academia de Código attributes great importance to the selection phase:
•

•
•

To apply, students must attend a free online course: introduction to programming. This step is
used to give candidates basic knowledge and guarantee they´re sufficiently motivated to
participate in the intervention;
Students that complete the online course are invited to fill in an application form which retrieves
information about their profile and motivations;
From the submitted applications approximately 30 candidates are selected for individual
interviews and a group workshop which simulates a Bootcamp day.

B. Bootcamp Phase
Bootcamps last 14 weeks, 5 days a week, 8 hours a day. The intensity of the intervention allows for the
transmission of a great amount of technical knowledge, but it also serves as a stimulus for the
participants´ self-esteem, motivation and work capacity.
The Bootcamp´s technical contents are generally organized in four modules:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Java programming;
Advanced concepts and tools;
Database, Frameworks, and Web Development;
Frontend Javascript programming.

Programme contents were adjusted while the project was underway to better reflect the needs of the
labour market and the students´ learning experience.
In addition to the technical programme, CodeForAll organizes various Code Breaks throughout the
Bootcamp. Code Breaks are informal moments that include activities such as pizza nights and talks with
potential employers.
For each Bootcamp, a code marathon (Hackaton) is organized, challenging teams of students to develop
technological solutions within 48 hours, with the support of professionals.
C. Labour market entry Phase
The support given by Academia de Código is adapted to each student´s needs and demands, generally
including support in composing a CV and preparing interviews. On the other hand, CodeForAll promotes
connections between employers and students. The relation between students and companies is
encouraged from the start of the Bootcamp through Code Breaks and Hackaton.
In the context of this project, the contracted outcome is the paid employment of at least 11 students per
Bootcamp up to 3 to 4 months 3 after each Bootcamp´s conclusion. For the outcome to be eligible, there must
be proof that the participant was unemployed while attending the programme.

Participant selection
Between January 2017 and December 2019, a total of 174 participants passed through nine ACB SIB
Bootcamps. While the first five Bootcamps had 20 participants each, Bootcamps 6 to 9 had 18 or 19
participants. The downsizing of classes in comparison to the initial proposal happened because of the
candidates´ profiles. The training team notified project managers that, due to the number of students in need
of heavy individualized support, classes with more students would not be sustainable.
The project application determined that the programme was destined for people under the age of 30.
However, the standard and quality of candidates led Academia de Código to accept various older students.
An individual explanation was presented to Portugal Social Innovation (PSI) for each student over 30 years of
age.
Participants of the 9 Bootcamps had an average age of 29 at the programme´s start date. Bootcamps 3 and
6 were the youngest and oldest, respectively.
Amongst all participants, 16% were female, reflecting a general tendency of asymmetric gender distribution
in computer programming. However, there was only one Bootcamp that had no female participants.

The deadlines to obtain each Bootcamp´s outcome were established during the application process. The exact time between the end
of each Bootcamp and the deadline for the outcome varies slightly according to each Bootcamp´s schedule.

3
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Figure 2 – Average age and gender distribution of participants, by Bootcamp.
Source: MAZE, sourced from application forms shared by CodeForAll.
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1%
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No. of participants

Around 60% of participants were
residing in the central region of
Portugal at the time of their
application, with the remaining
participants relocating from other
areas of the country to participate. The
predominance of participants from
the country´s central region is not
surprising considering the Bootcamps
took place in Fundão. Also relevant is
the fact that 40 students relocated
from the Lisbon and Tagus Valley
Region to participate in the Bootcamp,
a movement that goes against the
general Portuguese trend of internal
migration and is aligned with the
Portuguese goals of hinterland
development.

80
60
40
20
0
North

Centre Lisbon Alentejo Algarve Azores Madeira
Area
Area of residency

Figure 3 – Participants by area of residency.
Source: MAZE, sourced from application forms shared by CodeForAll.

Level of qualification of participants
3%

9th grade

16%
32%

12th grade
University attendance
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
PhD

34%
13%

ND

ND

Figure 4 – Participants by level of qualification
Source: MAZE, sourced from application forms shared by CodeForAll.

Around 64% of all participants had
attended university, 34% of which had
completed a bachelor´s degree and
16% a master´s degree. Around 35% of
students had only reached secondary or
lower academic qualifications.
It was established in the application that
the project was focused on young adults
with higher education. However,
similarly to what happened with age,
many candidates with strong profiles
but without higher education appeared.
In this context, Academia de Código
selected a few candidates without
higher education, presenting an
explanation for each situation to PSI.
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Amongst participants with university experience, around 20% studied engineering. In total, around 44%
studied exact and life sciences, and approximately 32% of participants studied social sciences. Close to 11%
of participants studied arts & performance and 4% humanities, including languages, philosophy and
archaeology.
Legend:

Architecture, Design and
other artistic fields
11%

Other
1%

Exact Sciences
and Life
Sciences

ND
8%
Engineering
20%

Social Sciences
Human Sciences
Arts
Other fields
Not Disclosed

Languages, Philosophy
and other Human Sciences
4%

Technology (not
engineering)
6%

Finance and Economics
12%

Bioscience areas
5%

Medicine, Pharmacy and
other medical fields
10%

Marketing and Business
Administration
6%
Media and
Communications
4%

Social work
2%
Law and International
Relations
4%

Other scientific fields
3%
Psychology
4%

Figure 5 - Participants that have attended or attend higher education, by area of study.
Source: MAZE, sourced from applications forms shared by CodeForAll.

The diversity of the Bootcamps´ students´ education profiles corroborates the programme´s and the training
team´s versatility, as well as its potential to change professional paths regardless of each participant´s
previous area of study.
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Bootcamp Performance
During Bootcamps students are evaluated by their respective training team in three categories: soft skills,
technical skills and dedication. These variables were determined by CodeForAll instructors to guide the
pedagogical work with the students. There were a few adjustments made to the evaluation methodology
during Bootcamps, including the scale and frequency with which students are evaluated. These changes were
made by request of the training teams, who considered more frequent and granular evaluations to be relevant
and necessary.
Soft skills
Technical skills
Dedication

Evaluated
skills

Evaluation
scale for each
skill

Evaluation
frequency

Bootcamps

3 levels:
Poor
Fair
Good

5 levels:
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good

5 levels:
Very poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very good

Fortnightly

Fortnightly

Weekly

Bootcamp 1
Bootcamp 2

Bootcamp 3

Bootcamp 4
Bootcamp 5
Bootcamp 6

Bootcamp 7
Bootcamp 8
Bootcamp 9

Figure 6 – Performance evaluation method, by Bootcamp. Source: MAZE.

It is important to underline that scoring attributed by instructors is relative. Students are evaluated in terms of
their performance in the previous weeks, as well as their classmates´ performance, making comparisons
between Bootcamps difficult. Anyhow, it is possible to observe a few patterns in the students´ performances.

Technical skills
The students´ technical performance tends to improve as the Bootcamp progresses. This trend can be
observed even though the rhythm and level of demand of pragmatic contents increases throughout the
Bootcamp. The training team underlines that Bootcamp dynamics prepare students for the labour market´s
demanding requirements and rhythm.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Very good

50%

Good

40%

Fair

30%

Poor

20%
10%

Very poor

0%

Figure 7 – Trend of the average evaluation distribution regarding technical skills (Bootcamps 1 a 9).
Source: MAZE, sourced form the data shared by CodeForAll through AidHound.
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Soft skills
Two different patterns can be observed when it comes to soft skills. Most students tend to improve throughout
the programme, working on issues such as shyness, handling stress and managing conflict. However, there is
a minority whose soft skills tend to deteriorate, potentially as a direct result of the programme´s high level of
pressure and demand. As the programme moves forward, it becomes clearer when a student´s personality
isn´t compatible with a computer programmer profile. The fact that these situations represent a minority
validates Academia de Código´s selection process.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Very good

50%

Good

40%

Fair

30%

Poor

20%
10%

Very poor

0%

Figura 8 - Trend of the average evaluation distribution regarding soft skills (Bootcamps 1 a 9).
Source: MAZE, sourced form the data shared by CodeForAll through AidHound.

Dedication
Dedication is the category that most varies between Bootcamps. On average, the number of participants with
a very satisfactory level of dedication tends to increase in the first half of the Bootcamp and stabilize during
the second half.
It is worth noting that a few odd Bootcamps observed a pattern of dedication which reached its peak halfway
through the programme, and descended again slightly in the last few weeks. This pattern can be the result of
built up fatigue revealing itself in the last stretch of the programme, and the fact that students start focussing
on entering the labour market.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Very good

50%

Good

40%

Fair

30%

Poor

20%
10%

Very poor

0%

Figure 9 - Trend of the average evaluation distribution regarding dedication (Bootcamps 1 a 9).
Source: MAZE, sourced form the data shared by CodeForAll through AidHound.

In this project´s final report a preliminary analysis of potential relations between the evaluation of these
variables and entry into employment will be conducted.
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Labour market entry
Approximately 48% of contracts retrieved to date are open-ended contracts, which reflects the stability of the
vocational opportunities produced by the intervention. The average starting salary resulting from contracts
retrieved to date is of €888. Note that in most cases this is an entry-level salary.
€ 1,200

20
€ 1,023

18
€ 936

No. of contracts

€ 861

€ 850

€ 1,000

€ 843

€ 768

€ 800

12
€ 600

10
8

€ 400

6
4

Average Salary

16
14

€ 960

€ 200

2
€-

0
Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp Bootcamp
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Legend:
Internship contract

Fixed-term contract

Other

Not disclosed

Limited term contract, without
pre-defined end-date

Permanent/open-ended
contract

Registration of selfemployment activity

Not collected

Average
monthly
gross
salary

Figure 10 - Contracts retrieved by Bootcamp, by type of contact and average salary per Bootcamp.
Source: MAZE.

More than 50% of students for whom work
contracts were produced, were hired by Altran and
DXC Technology. The remaining contracts are
distributed amongst other employers, including
CodeForAll itself, which hired four SIB students to
fill instructor positions. As of the closing date of this
report, PSI did not consider contracts signed with
CodeForAll to be eligible for the purpose of
outcome achievement.

Adentis
2%
Innowave
Technologies
SA.
PDM
2%
3%
ItGrow
3%

Other
15%
Altran
37%

CelFocus
3%
Everis
3%
CodeForAll
4%

Agap2IT
4%

InovaPrime
5%

DXC
Technology
14%
Readiness IT
5%

Figure 11 - Percentage of contracts retrieved by employer.
Source: MAZE.
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Financing Model: Social Impact Bond
SIB Structure
A Social Impact Bond (SIB) is a type of outcome-based contract which uses financing from social investors to
cover the implementation costs of a certain intervention, in this case, the Academia de Código Bootcamps.
The public sector, in partnership with private partners, defines the specific and measurable outcomes that
must be attained, and investors are reimbursed for their investment if, and only if, those outcomes are
delivered.
The ACB SIB was funded by Associação Shared Services & Outsourcing Platform (ASSOP) and by the
Calouste Gulbekian Foundation (CGF). This financing covered costs related to the implementation of
Bootcamps by Academia de Código, in Fundão, and performance management tasks conducted by
MAZE. Provided the outcomes are delivered, Portugal Social Innovation (PSI) will reimburse
investors. The total cost of the project is estimated at €723,500.00, as well as potential investor
reimbursement, placing the ceiling of the internal return rate for investors at 0%. It is relevant to
point out that investors have an indirect return resulting from a fiscal incentive for investment in
SIBs. This incentive allows investors to write down 130% of their investment as a cost, regardless of
a potential future reimbursement.

Public Sector Partner
Institute of Employment and
Vocational Training

Service Provider

Legend:

Validates the relevance of the intervention
during the SIB structuring and application
phases. Contributes to monitoring and
performance management of the project.

Investment
Payment by results
Service/Information
Partnership

Finance the intervention

Investors

Intermediary
CodeForAll

Manages the
partnership

MAZE

Finances
partnership
management and
data analysis

Associação Shared Services &
Outsourcing Platform
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation

Bootcamp
implementation

1

174 unemployed young adults
Payment by results.
Payment is made for
verified, incurred
project expenses.

Information of outcome
verification:
Entry into the labour market up
to 3 to 4 months after the end
of the Bootcamp2.

Outcome Payer

Financial Auditor

Estrutura de Missão Portugal
Inovação Social (EMPIS)
Outcome verification

Programa Operacional Inclusão
Social e Emprego (PO ISE)
Financial reporting verification

Communicates if contracted
outcomes were met

1

It was initially planned that Code Academy would be working with 198 unemployed Young adults, split into nine Bootcamps of 22 students. However, to ensure
the quality of the training, a reduction in group size was negotiated with EMPIS, reducing Bootcamps to 20 students, adding up to a total of 180 beneficiaries.
Finally, some Bootcamps (6, 7, 8 and 9) had even smaller classes, bringing the final number of beneficiaries down to 174. 2The dates for outcome achievement
were fixed during the SIB application negotiations with EMPIS. They were defined according to the planed calendar. Small variations in the Bootcamp start and
end-dates have led to a small variation in the number of days between the end of the Bootcamp and the limit date to achieve the outcome.

Figure 12 – ACB Social Impact Bond Structure. Source: MAZE.
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Contracted outcomes
In line with the goal of the intervention, the outcome indicator established for the SIB is the entry into
employment of unemployed individuals. This indicator is aligned with one of the Portuguese government´s
priority themes identified by PSI: boosting the (re)entry into employment of unemployed citizens, especially
those belonging to younger age groups and affected by long-term unemployment, fostering professional
reconversion to areas required by the labour market, such as ICT.
During the application phase, it was predicted that each Bootcamp would receive 22 participants, of which at
least 11 should integrate the labour market within the set dates. However, all Bootcamps had less participants
than predicted. The first five Bootcamps counted with 20 participants, and the following ones 18 to 19
participants. It is important to mention that, despite the actual sizes of classes, the contracted goal is set at 11
participants, so smaller classes represent an increased risk of not reaching the outcome target.
Contracted outcome for each of the nine Bootcamps:
Entry into employment of a minimum of 11 students, within the deadline established during
application (3 to 4 months after the conclusion of the Bootcamp). The outcome is considered valid
when it is verified that the students were unemployed while attending the Bootcamp.
So far Academia de Código has delivered all proposed outcomes.
Partners have already presented evidence regarding the first five outcomes. The evidence regarding outcome
6 has already been collected but has not yet been presented. Evidence regarding groups 7, 8 and 9 is still
being collected. The last Bootcamp finished in December 2019. In 2020, MAZE and Academia de Código will
collect the missing evidence for the last Bootcamps.
20
18
Legend:

Number of participants

16
14

Outcome evidence collected

12

Outcome evidence not collected
To be determined

10

Evidence approved by EMPIS
Evidence collected but pending approval

8

Evidence not collected

6

Minimum threshold to achieve outcome

4
2
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Bootcamps
Figure 13 – Outcomes to the present date. Source: MAZE.

It is worth noting that this chart only reflects the entry into employment (and respective evidence) that
partners are confident PSI will consider eligible. This chart doesn´t include participants for whom it wasn´t
possible to retrieve proof of unemployment, as well as the participants who were hired through internship
contracts or hired by CodeForAll itself. The type of evidence accepted by PSI may evolve during the project,
given that clarifications and explanations are presented by the project´s partners.
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Difficulty in delivering outcomes
Although all outcomes have been delivered to the present date, most of their success rates were very close to
the minimum limit.
Difficulty in delivering outcomes is a structural feature of a social impact bond, which illustrates how the
established goals are ambitious and translate high potential for change.
However, we have considered it relevant to point out some of the main critical factors identified:
•

The need to present proof of unemployment: there were various cases in which CodeForAll
collected work contracts for students who had not presented any proof of unemployment. This
formality led to a few hired students not being taken into account in the outcomes, and is the main
explanation for the asymmetry registered between the number of contracts collected (see figure 10)
and the number of contracts considered in the outcomes (see figure 13).

•

Ambiguous situations: many ambiguous situations have appeared where it is unclear if the
evidence may or not be considered eligible. For example: participants hired by CodeForAll;
participants who registered the beginning of their professional activity with the IRS as independent
workers; participants with internship contracts, and entry into employment taking place 1 and 2 days
after the deadline. These situations tend to be individually evaluated by PSI.

•

Difficulty in obtaining evidence: increased concern of participants regarding the protection of
their data was felt. In some cases, this became a barrier to obtain work contracts, which serve as proof
of outcome delivery.

•

Changes in the region´s biggest employers´ hiring policies: in 2018, some international
companies working in Fundão changed their hiring policy, limiting job opportunities to people with a
bachelor´s degree and, in some cases, a master´s degree. This new policy affected the hiring rate
amongst Academia de Código Bootcamp students. Note that according to these companies´
representatives, this policy resulted from central decision-making and is unaligned with the very
positive experience registered with ACB SIB alumni.

•

Bootcamp downsizing: it was initially predicted that each Bootcamp would have 22 students,
reflecting the goal of 11 participants in a 50% success rate. Every Bootcamp had less than 22
participants, which increased the success rate needed to deliver outcomes to numbers between
55% and 61%.

•

Incentive created by the outcome: the outcome established for this SIB is the employment of 11
participants per Bootcamp. No financial incentive was defined if this number of contracts were to be
surpassed. For that reason, once the evidence for 11 participants of a certain Bootcamp is retrieved,
the incentive to assign the resources necessary to obtain additional evidence is low.
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Intervention execution schedule
According to plan, the ACB SIB took place from January 2017 to April 2020. The project´s team started the
first Bootcamp in Fundão in January 2017 and finished the last Bootcamp in December 2019. The project´s
execution didn´t suffer any delays compared to what had been predicted in the application phase.

Legend:
Selection phase

Bootcamp phase
Labour market entry
phase
End of Bootcamp
Limit date for outcome
achievement

We are here

Figure 14 – ACB SIB execution schedule.
Source: MAZE, from information submitted during the application phase.
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Reimbursement requests
The demanding requirements of the financial reporting
associated to reimbursement requests has absorbed an
enormous amount of resources from the CodeForAll and
MAZE teams. The general delay in outcome reporting and
reimbursement requests has resulted mostly from the
financial reporting demands and long response times from
PO ISE (Operational Programme for Social Inclusion and
Employment).
Reimbursement request process
Within the context of PSI´s outcome-based payment fund, the
reimbursement of investment doesn´t solely depend on
outcome delivery, but also on reporting all expenses incurred
during the period of the intervention. Once the outcomes are
verified, only the amount corresponding to expenses incurred by
service providers (MAZE and CodeForAll), and considered
eligible by the PO ISE, are in fact paid back to investors.
The physical and financial report of this SIB are conducted
through Balcão2020, a computer platform that manages all
financing associated to European Structural and Investment
Funds (ESIF).
A reimbursement request for the corresponding amount is made
for each outcome delivered. For each reimbursement request
service providers must:
•

•
•
•

Report all expenses incurred during the corresponding
period (personnel expenditure, acquisition of goods
and services, and general expenses);
Provide additional evidence for a sample of 30 of those
expenses;
Report on the project´s physical execution (outputs);
Present proof of outcome.

Figure 15 illustrates the typical reimbursement request process.
The analysis of physical evidence and the validation of outcome
delivery is conducted by PSI. If the outcome is delivered, the
financial report is verified and the expenses´ eligibility checked
by PO ISE.
Once the outcomes are approved and the financial report is
validated, payment is made to investors, with or without a
reduction of the amount due to expenses considered ineligible.

Legend:

Actions by CodeForAll/MAZE
Actions by the investors
Decisions by EMPIS/PO ISE

*check project investment flows

Figure 15 – Reimbursement request
process

Payment after expenses and financial reporting to PO ISE are requirements of the European Social Fund,
which finances part of PSI´s outcome-based payment fund. However, the level of detail in the report and
financial auditing practiced in the reimbursement requests represent an intense bureaucratic process, which
consumes many hours from the organizations involved in the SIB.
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Physical reporting
Outcome reporting depends on the collection of physical evidence, approved in the SIB application. For a
participant to fulfil all necessary requirements and be accounted into the outcome, CodeForAll needs to
collect the following documents from the students:
A. Proof of unemployment: statement issued by employment services in an IEFP, I.P. centre confirming
the participant´s unemployment situation, or a statement from social security confirming the
participant made no contributions during the months the Bootcamp took place.
B. Work contract: work contract, signed before the deadline established for the delivery of the outcome
of the respective Bootcamp.
A. Proof of unemployment

B. Work Contract

Besides the outcome evidence for each of the participants, the following items are also presented:
• Participants´ application forms;
• A sample of the class summaries;
• Weekly performance evaluation for each participant;
• Attendance register for each participant;
• Participation certificates;
• Bootcamp´s syllabus.
The main challenge in collecting outcome evidence is that obtaining the aforementioned documents depends
on the Bootcamps´ students. There were many cases of students who didn´t pick up their proof of
unemployment statement, didn´t share their work contract or simply stopped answering the CodeForAll team
after concluding the Bootcamp. CodeForAll has made great efforts to guarantee that at least 11 evidence
packs are collected for every Bootcamp.
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Financial reporting
The total approved budget for the ACB SIB was €723,500.00, distributed in nine periods associated to the
delivery of nine contracted outcomes. The expenses reported in each reimbursement request, should
correspond, as much as possible, to the amounts estimated.
Expense period for each reimbursement

Reimburs.
Request

Start

End

RR 1

01/01/2017

31/08/2017

183 250.00 €

RR 2

01/09/2017

31/12/2017

79 950.00 €

RR 3

01/01/2018

30/04/2018

65 300.00 €

RR 4

01/05/2018

31/08/2018

77 950.00 €

RR 5

01/09/2018

31/12/2018

79 950.00 €

RR 6

01/01/2019

30/04/2019

65 300.00 €

RR 7

01/05/2019

31/08/2019

77 950.00 €

RR 8

01/09/2019

31/12/2019

77 950.00 €

RR 9

01/01/2020

30/04/2020

15 900.00 €

Total outcome budget

Total

723 500.00 €

Figure 16 – Budgetary plan submitted in application.
Source: MAZE, adapted from estimate submitted in application.

Budget
Reimburs.
Request

Execution

Total outcome
budget

Uploaded
expenses

Execution vs.
planed
budget

Approved
expenses

Non-approved
expenses

Loss versus
approved
planed budget

RR 1

183 250.00€

169 780.57€

-13 469.43 €

161 031.93€

8 748.64 €

22 218.07€

RR 2

79 950.00 €

79 945.58€

- 4.42 €

75 624.53€

4 321.05 €

4 325.47€

RR 3

65 300.00 €

58 514.25€

- 6 785.75 €

39 325.58€

19 188.67 €

25 974.42€

RR 4

77 950.00€

74 306.62€

- 3 643.38 €

tbd

tbd

tbd

RR 5

79 950.00€

73 943.84€

- 6 006.16 €

tbd

tbd

tbd

Figure 17- Budget execution and expense approval by PO ISE.
Source: MAZE, adapted from information available on Balcão2020 and Prior Hearing Notifications received by researchers.

Thus far, PO ISE considered a total amount of €32,258.36 in expenses as not eligible. Recognizing expense
reporting should have been conducted in a more rigorous fashion, it is also important to emphasize that
payment after expenses isn´t part of a Social Impact Bond´s DNA and principles. These cutbacks will have to
be absorbed by the service providers and/or investors, despite the respective outcomes having been
delivered, which has generated a great deal of frustration amongst partners. Up to now, these cuts have been
absorbed by the service providers, this might change.
It is worth noting that in the case of SIBs, within the context of PSI´s outcome-based payment fund, investors
are subject to two kinds of risk:
• As in all SIBs, investors are not reimbursed in case the outcomes are not delivered;
• On another hand, investors are subject to losses due to expense cuts by PO ISE. Furthermore, since
service providers are the ones responsible for expense reporting and the compliance with all PO ISE
standards, investors have limited control over this process and risk.
Partners are waiting for PO ISE´s statements regarding RR4 and RR5 before submitting new reimbursement
requests, to guarantee that expenses are being reported in accordance with its requirements.
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Delays in submitting reimbursement requests
Reimbursement requests linked to the first five outcomes were submitted with several months’ delay in
comparison to the initial calendar. Reimbursement Request 1 was seven months delayed, Reimbursement
Requests 2 and 3 were nine months delayed, and Reimbursement Requests 4 and 5 were thirteen and 10
months delayed, respectively.
Despite the submission of Reimbursement Request 6 having been planned for May 2019, and
Reimbursement Request 7 for September 2019, these submissions have not yet been done.
Reimbursement
Request 1

Legend:
Planned submission

Sep17

RR1 submission

Planned payment
Final submission made

Oct17

Payment received

Nov17

RR Reimbursement request

Other steps

RR1 payment

CR Clarification request

Dec17

RR1 submission
1st attempt

Jan18

Feb18

RR2 submission
CR1 – EMPIS
CR1 – PO ISE

Mar18
Apr18

May18
Jun18

Reimbursement
Request 2

RR2 payment
RR1 submission

Reimbursement
Request 3

CR2 & CR3 – PO ISE
CR4 – POISE

RR3 submission

RR1 approval
RR1 payment

Jul18

RR3 payment
Reimbursement
Request 4

Aug18
Sep18

RR2 submission

Oct18

CR1 - EMPIS
CR1 - PO ISE

Nov18

RR2 approval

RR4 submission

RR4 payment
Reimbursement
Request 5

Dec18
Jan19
Feb19
Mar19

RR2 payment

RR3 submission
1st attempt

RR5 submission

RR3 submission
CR1 – EMPIS
CR1 – PO ISE

RR5 payment
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Apr19

CR2, CR3, CR4 – PO
ISE

May19

RR3 approval

Jun19
Jul19

RR3 payment

Aug19
Sep19
Oct19
Nov19

RR4 submission

RR5 submission

Dec19
Jan20

Figure 18 – Calendar of reimbursement requests submitted to date.
Source: MAZE.

Figure 18 illustrates the delays in the result submission process and consequent payment of SIB results. The
main reasons for delay in result submission included:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Technical problems on the Balcão 2020 platform, which prevented the submission of reimbursement
requests and were greatly responsible for the delay in the submission of RR1;
Lack of knowledge on the physical and financial reporting process, which led to an additional delay
in the submission of RR1;
Changes in the financial team responsible for elaborating the CodeForAll financial report and
changes in the MAZE team led to a loss of acquired knowledge on the process, which justified the
delay in submitting the second result;
Financial report´s demanding requirements and long periods of associated clarification requests;
Delay by CodeForAll in preparing the financial (and at times physical) evidence associated to
reimbursement requests;
Delay by PO ISE in initiating the financial analysis after submission of the reimbursement requests.
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Project investment flows
The investor payment schedule was delayed much more than what had been predicted, in great part
due to the financial reporting´s demanding requirements. This delay led to another considerable
holdup in the project´s financing recycling and reinvestment. CodeForAll and MAZE are supporting
this delay with their own funds.
In a SIB, financial risk is diverted – totally or partially – from service providers to investors. SIB investors made
an initial investment in CodeForAll and MAZE to cover implementation expenses during the intervention´s first
10 months.
The SIB´s financial model was designed according to a finance recycling logic. It was planned that investors
would reinvest their reimbursed amounts in service providers until outcome 6 (included), covering the
remaining implementation costs until the end of the intervention.

2017

R1

2018

R2

2019

R3

R4

R5

2020

R6

R7

R8

R9

Legend:
Legenda:

Reinvestment
into
Reinvestimento
naCodeForAll
CodeForAll

Initial
investment
from
CodeForAll
Investimento
inicial
da ASSOP into
na CodeForAll

Reinvestment
into
Reinvestimento
naMAZE
MAZE

Initial
investment
from
CGF na
intoCodeForAll
CodeForAll
Investimento
inicial
da FCG

Reimbursment
to reinvest
Reembolso a reinvestir

Initial
investment
from
MAZE
Investimento
inicial
da CGF
FCG into
na MAZE

Reimbursment
Reembolso pararetained
a FCG by CGF
Reimbursment
by ASSOP
Reembolso pararetained
a ASSOP

Figure 19 – Investor and service provider cash-flow (planning).
Source: MAZE.

While the execution of the intervention didn´t suffer delays according to the established deadlines, cash-flow
between investors, service providers and PSI are suffering a delay of approximately 12 months.
Besides the delay associated to reimbursements, there has also been a change in the amounts being
reimbursed, reflecting the difference between estimated budget and execution, as well as the expenses
considered ineligible by the PO ISE. So far, the expenses cut by PO ISE have been absorbed by CodeForAll and
MAZE.
The new cash-flow model was redesigned to consider a partial reinvestment in service providers until the last
outcome. This design guarantees the latter have additional incentive to report as rigorously as possible until
the ninth reimbursement request. It is important to mention that this model implies that both organizations
partially support implementation costs with their own funds until the end of the project.
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2017

2018

2019

2021

2020

R1
Projected

R2

R4

R5

R6

R7

R8

R3
R9

Legend:

Reinvestment into CodeForAll

Initial investment from ASSOP into CodeForAll

Reinvestment into MAZE

Initial investment from CGF into CodeForAll

Reimbursment to reinvest

Initial investment from CGF into MAZE

Reimbursment retained by CGF
Reimbursment retained by ASSOP

Figure 20 – Investor and service provider cash-flows (execution).
Source: MAZE.
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Partnership management
To guarantee ACB SIB performance management, MAZE is responsible for implementing processes to
regularly manage and monitor performance. This monitoring allows MAZE to communicate to other partners
how the intervention´s implementation is evolving and develop mitigation strategies for the project´s
identified risks. Besides the performance management activities planned, and taking into account the
demands of reporting associated to reimbursement requests, MAZE supports CodeForAll and
investors in preparing, revising and submitting financial documents.
The partnership management process occurs in four interaction categories: monitoring via AidHound 5;
situation reports with the training and project management teams; meetings with partners, and interactions
related with reimbursement requests.

Figure 21 – Academia de Código Bootcamps intervention monitoring, illustrative example.
Source: MAZE.

Monitoring via AidHound
Frequency: Continuous
Description: Bootcamp instructors share coded information with MAZE through the AidHound platform. This
information includes data concerning the participants´ attendance, their performance regarding technical
skills, soft skills and dedication, and their participation in the Hackatons.
For each Bootcamp participant, the training team fills in 15 forms.
As a result of this data collection, the flow of information between CodeForAll and MAZE was facilitated.
Consequently, relevant information about risk reached investors in a timelier manner.
Despite the project´s advantages, the training team offered some resistance to using AidHound. As opposed
to what happens with other service providers, CodeForAll has the technical capacity to develop its own data
management system. In Bootcamp 9, the use of AidHound was abandoned and the same information was
extracted from CodeForAll´s internal control system and shared via email.
Forms filled in via AidHound

Bootcamp
Bootcamp
Bootcamp
Bootcamp
Bootcamp
Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
Pr Bootcamp
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
performance
week 1week 2week 3week 4week 5week 6week 7week 8week 9week 10
week 11
week 12
week 13
week 14

Hackaton
performance

Figure 22 - Forms filled in via Aid Hound by participant.
Source: MAZE.

5
AidHound is a data management platform designed for social work. This platform is used to register, organize, and share data between
CodeForAll and MAZE.
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Situation meetings with training and project management teams
Frequency: Variable
Description: MAZE and training teams frequently have situation meetings by phone
or email (bi-weekly to monthly, depending on the Bootcamp and phases of the project).
During these contacts, MAZE retrieves the training team´s perception on how the
Bootcamp is progressing and the level of risk associated to each participant.
Also with variable frequency, MAZE promotes situation meetings with project
management teams. Situation meetings are moments to discuss internal and external
challenges and work on the respective mitigation strategies. During these contacts,
MAZE also seeks to collect information regarding the entry into employment process.
Furthermore, these contacts are useful to plan and schedule responsibilities related to
reimbursement requests.
MAZE and Academia de Código encountered some difficulty in stabilizing points of
contact between the organizations. As a result, a few moments of information
asymmetry were created, hindering the project´s risk management.
Partner meetings
Frequency: Monthly to Bimonthly (when possible)
Description: MAZE promotes bimonthly meetings between investors, CodeForAll and
the IEFP, I.P., to stimulate communication between different partners. These meetings
are particularly relevant in managing partners´ expectations and co-designing
mitigation strategies for identified risks.
Thus far 15 meetings have taken place
with Academia de Código Bootcamps SIB
partners (see figure 23 for more details).
External documents prepared:
Presentation for partner meeting.

Presentation for partner meeting

Interactions related to reimbursement requests
Frequency: Variable
Description: a series of meetings and extraordinary contacts are associated to the
reimbursement request schedule. Internally, these interactions include a management
team and a financial team from CodeForAll. In some cases, ASSOP is also included
with its role as majority investor. Externally, these interactions extend themselves to
PSI and PO ISE.

Legend:
Meeting carried out
P

Meeting planned

Figure 23 – Partner

Tasks performed by MAZE:
meetings carried out and
scheduled.
• Organizing and verifying outcome evidence;
Source: MAZE.
• Preparing the outcome summary presentation;
• Consolidating expense listings associated to the outcome;
• Pre-submission of the expense listing on Balcão2020;
• Preparing a pending evidence tracker (no longer necessary after RR3);
• Supporting the collection of evidence related to CodeForAll;
• Retrieving evidence related to MAZE;
• Organizing retrieved evidence;
• Submitting physical and financial evidence on Balcão2020 (in collaboration with CodeForAll);
• Articulating answers to clarification requests made by PSI and PO ISE.
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External documents prepared: outcome summary presentation; pending financial evidence tracker;
financial report guide for reimbursement requests; Balcão2020 user guide.
Outcome summary presentation

Financial evidence tracker
Financial reporting guide for
reimbursement requests
Balcão 2020 user
guide

Investors
In the ACB SIB, ASSOP assumes the role of majority investor before the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation,
since it was responsible for investing the greater part of the initial amount (around 53.7%). This position means
that all formal communications with PSI and PO ISE are conducted through ASSOP. It also means that ASSOP
receives approved reimbursements and redistributes them to service providers and its co-investor.
While the project was progressing, increased proximity was identified between ASSOP and CodeForAll, and
between the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and MAZE, respectively. This difference results from the
organizations´ physical proximity and consequent capacity to meet in person. ASSOP had a more irregular
presence than the CGF in partner meetings. However, both ASSOP and the CGF were consistently involved in
the intervention and the search for solutions to the project´s challenges.
IEFP, I.P. – Institute of Employment and Vocational Training
The IEFP, I.P. was present in most partners meetings and contributed actively towards relevant discussions,
including solutions for proof of unemployment retrieval.
This public sector partner is crucial to guarantee that all learnings acquired during the project are
incorporated in public policy discussions around requalification and employability. The next months
will be dedicated to ensuring that this happens.
If outcomes are delivered, the expectation behind the structuring of this SIB is that contracting the
methodology behind the Academia de Código Bootcamps (or similar) becomes possible or increasingly
simple. However, in the medium-term, the future of this service as a systematized response to
redefine professional paths is still uncertain.
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Next steps
Throughout 2020, CodeForAll will continue to work on the entry into employment of Bootcamp 9 participants.
MAZE and CodeForAll will continue to work on physical and financial evidence for the four reimbursement
requests still to be submitted. The project is scheduled to end in April 2020. However, it is expectable that the
submission and approval process of pending reimbursement requests extends itself until the end of the year,
at least.
Although the bond is a success for all partners in various aspects, the exhaustive financial report has been a
source of great concern for the partnership. The operational pressure this structure has imposed on the
bond´s implementation has compelled MAZE to dedicate a disproportionate amount of performance
management resources to the retrieval and processing of documents associated to financial reporting.
Unfortunately, it is the project´s executive team´s conviction that this process will only become slightly more
expeditious during the following reimbursement requests.
One of the main goals of this project will be to inform public policy in the areas of requalification and
employment. MAZE plans to develop a project briefing for IEFP, I.P., highlighting the delivered outcomes and
the relevance of this methodology.
The focus during the next few months is to guarantee that all knowledge acquired regarding this intervention
and its financing tool is registered and shared in the most adequate formats. This information will be shared
with partners, the public sector, and the public.
At the end of this project a final version of this report will be prepared.
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